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JCM AMERICAN BRINGS INCREDIBLE OPTIPAY RECYCLING SYSTEM, LCD BEZEL 
TO NAMA SPRING EXPO 

 
Landmark Note and Coin Recycling and LCD Technology on Display in Booth #422 

 

LAS VEGAS (March 22, 2006) – JCM American will continue to electrify the vending world with its 

technologically superior products being shown at the upcoming NAMA Spring Expo. The show 

takes place March 23 and 24 at the Las Vegas Convention Center. JCM will be in booth #422.  

 

On display will be the four latest products in JCM’s advanced vending product line. JCM’s high 

security, high acceptance Optipay™ cash recycling system has changed the world of vending 

forever. Optipay recycling enables multi vending, allows for higher price points, and drives 

increased sales volume at the vending machine.  

 

Optipay™ RC is the first bill recycler that enables vending machines to dispense the same bills 

they accept as part of the change to a customer, enabling the machine to become a single cash 

management system. The Optipay™ BV is specifically designed for the vending market. JCM 

has incorporated its high security validation processes, reliability and optional snap-on bill 

recycling technology into a validation package that meets the space and cost restraints of the 

vending market. Optipay™ CC is the vending industry’s only coin changer that works with the 

JCM Bill Recycler to enable customers to receive change in both bills and coins. 

 

JCM will also be showing its revolutionary LCD Bezel which is an add-on option to the bill 

validator. Made specifically for the vending world, this new bezel fits in the existing validator 

punch out and is interactive and programmable. It allows operators to program a wide range of 

messages, such as logos, specials or usage instructions. 



 

JCM VP of Commercial Sales Dave Elich said, “At JCM, we never stop thinking of innovative 

ways to make the operator’s life easier while making their machines smarter and more secure. 

We are very proud of the acceptance of the Optipay system by the industry and the positive 

testimonials we get from operators across the country.” 

 

JCM® American Corporation is the industry leader in currency handling systems and provides 

products, software and services to the gaming, vending, banking, amusement, and petroleum 

industries. Since 1995, its products have validated an estimated $2.2 trillion in currency for the 

gaming industry alone. From its international headquarters in Osaka, Japan, and subsidiaries in 

Düsseldorf, Hong Kong, London, Sydney and its U.S. headquarters in Las Vegas, JCM’s 

progressive spirit continually sets worldwide industry standards with innovative products such as 

the World Bill Acceptor (WBA®), Universal Bill Acceptor (UBA™), Trident™ Table Safe System 

and Intelligent Cash Box (ICB®). For more information, visit www.jcm-american.com.  
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